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ABSTRACT

Although rip currents are a major hazard for beachgoers, the relationship between the danger to swimmers

and the physical properties of rip current circulation is not well understood. Here, the relationship between

statistical model estimates of hazardous rip current likelihood and in situ velocity observations is assessed.

The statistical model is part of a forecasting system that is being made operational by the National Weather

Service to predict rip current hazard likelihood as a function of wave conditions and water level. The temporal

variability of rip current speeds (offshore-directed currents) observed on an energetic sandy beach is cor-

related with the hindcasted hazard likelihood for a wide range of conditions. High likelihoods and rip current

speeds occurred for low water levels, nearly shore-normal wave angles, and moderate or larger wave heights.

The relationship between modeled hazard likelihood and the frequency with which rip current speeds

exceeded a threshold was assessed for a range of threshold speeds. The frequency of occurrence of high

(threshold exceeding) rip current speeds is consistent with the modeled probability of hazard, with a maxi-

mum Brier skill score of 0.65 for a threshold speed of 0.23m s21, and skill scores greater than 0.60 for

threshold speeds between 0.15 and 0.30m s21. The results suggest that rip current speed may be an effective

proxy for hazard level and that speeds greater than ;0.2m s21 may be hazardous to swimmers.

1. Introduction

Rip currents are responsible for tens of thousands of

rescues and hundreds of deaths per year at beaches

worldwide (Klein et al. 2003; Hartmann 2006; Scott et al.

2007, 2009; Gensini and Ashley 2010; SLSA 2010;

Brander and MacMahan 2011; Brighton et al. 2013;

USLA 2015). Alongshore variations in wave breaking

drive rip current circulation patterns that vary fromfixed

closed circulation cells to transient jets extending sev-

eral surfzone widths offshore (MacMahan et al. 2006;

Dalrymple et al. 2011; Castelle et al. 2016a; and refer-

ences therein). The speed and parcel trajectories in rip

current circulation patterns are modulated by wave

height, direction, and directional spread, along with

mean water level, morphology, and coastal currents

(MacMahan et al. 2006; Dalrymple et al. 2011; Castelle

et al. 2016a; and references therein). The hazard to

beachgoers associated with rip currents has been in-

vestigated through comparisons of lifeguard visual ob-

servations and rescue statistics with measured

environmental conditions, including wave properties,

tidal elevation, wind speed, and morphology (Lushine

1991; Lascody 1998; Engle et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2007,

2009; Houser et al. 2011; Dusek et al. 2011; Dusek and

Seim 2013a). In addition, the effectiveness of escape

strategies of swimmers caught in rip currents has been

tested in several field and numerical studies (Miloshis

and Stephenson 2011; McCarroll et al. 2014, 2015; van

Leeuwen et al. 2016; Castelle et al. 2016b). However,

little is known about how the hazard to swimmers is

related to the physical characteristics of rip currentCorresponding author: MelissaMoulton, mmoulton@apl.uw.edu
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circulation patterns, includingmean speeds, high-frequency

pulses, and Lagrangian trajectories (Drozdzewski et al.

2012, 2015; Scott et al. 2014; McCarroll et al. 2015; Castelle

et al. 2016a).

A statistical model of the likelihood of hazardous rip

currents based on lifeguard observations is being made

operational as part of a National Oceanic and Atmo-

spheric Administration National Weather Service

(NOAA NWS) rip current hazard forecasting system

(Dusek and Seim 2013b; Dusek et al. 2014; Churma et al.

2017). The model estimates the likelihood of hazardous

rip currents, defined as rip currents of sufficient strength

to cause swimmer distress, as a function of wave proper-

ties and water level. The model has skill hindcasting

independent lifeguard hazard estimates and is consistent

with rescue statistics at several locations (Dusek et al.

2014), but it is not known how the modeled hazard like-

lihood is related to physical characteristics of rip current

circulation. Here, in situ velocity observations on an en-

ergetic sandy beach in Duck, North Carolina, are used to

investigate the relationship between modeled rip current

hazard likelihood and observed rip current speed.

2. Forecast model

The NOAA NWS probabilistic rip current forecast

model is based on a logistic regression of in situ wave

and water-level observations with lifeguard estimates of

rip current intensity in Kill Devil Hills, North Carolina

(Dusek and Seim 2013b). The hazard likelihood model

is being validated and trained at several additional lo-

cations ahead of the anticipated transition to operations

at the NWS in 2019 (Churma et al. 2017). The model

inputs are significant wave height and mean wave di-

rection (relative to shore normal), mean water level,

and a binary post-wave-event variable (Fig. 1a).

Bathymetric observations rarely are available, and thus

the post-wave-event variable is included as a proxy for

the presence of the rip current–favorable bathymetry

that often occurs following large waves (e.g., Wright and

Short 1984; Garnier et al. 2008): set to 1 (yes) for the 72h

following the peak of a moderate wave event (.1-m

height) and 0 (no) at other times. Hazard likelihood is

greatest during periods of lower water level, larger wave

height, closer to shore-normal wave direction, and in the

72h following a wave event (post–wave event 5 yes)

(Fig. 1a). In operations, the model is forced by waves

and water levels at the 5-m-depth contour from the

Nearshore Wave Prediction System (NWPS), an oper-

ational wave [Simulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN)]

and water-level [Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC)

Model] modeling system run at NWSWeather Forecast

Offices across the coastal United States (Dusek et al.

2014; van der Westhuysen 2013, 2017). The forecast

model output is an hourly likelihood of hazardous rip

currents every ;1 km along the U.S. coast (Fig. 1b).

3. Field observations

Currents (Fig. 2, black arrows) were observed using

bottom-mounted acoustic Doppler velocimeters and

profilers on a long, straight beach near Duck for a total

of 10 weeks in 2012 and 2013 at 8–15 locations (Fig. 2,

circles), spanning 100–300m alongshore and from the

shoreline to;3-m depth. In 2012, five experiments were

conducted in which single channels were dredged across

FIG. 1. (a) Statistical model based on lifeguard observations of estimates of the likelihood of hazardous rip currents (color contours;

scale on the right and gray contours at 0.05, 0.50, and 0.95) as a function of water level (vertical axes), significant wave height and mean

wave direction (horizontal axes), and a binary post-wave-event variable (left 5 no and right 5 yes plots). (b) Hazard likelihood is

predicted using forecasted wave and water-level inputs for specific times and locations. In an example forecast for North Carolina, hazard

likelihood (multicolored band along ;500 km of coastline) varies along the coast with spatially varying wave properties [e.g., circles in

(a) have different wave heights and directions].
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the surfzone using landing-craft propellers to create

bathymetry that initially was favorable to rip currents

(Moulton et al. 2014, 2017). The subsequent evolution of

the bathymetry included migration and infill of the

channels. Arrays of current meters and profilers cen-

tered on the channel were deployed 1–2 days after each

dredging (28 June, and 7, 18, 24, and 30 July; numbered

at the top of Fig. 3a). In 2013 natural bathymetry (not

artificially modified) varied from alongshore uniform

with a shore-parallel sandbar to alongshore in-

homogeneous with channeled or crescentic sandbars.

Natural channels were similar to the artificial dredged

channels (Fig. 2). Wave properties in ;5-m depth were

measured a few hundred meters alongshore of the

surfzone sensor arrays by a long-term observing system

maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Field

Research Facility (http://frf.usace.army.mil/frf.shtml)

(Hanson et al. 2009). Significant wave heights, energy-

weighted wave angles, and centroidal wave periods were

computed for a frequency band from 0.05 to 0.30Hz

(Kuik et al. 1988). Significant wave heights ranged from

0.3 to 3.5m, and wave incidence angles ranged

from 2258 to 458 relative to shore normal (positive is

from clockwise of shore normal) (Figs. 3b, 3c, 3f, 3g).

Centroidal wave periods ranged from 5 to 11 s (not

shown). The mean water level was measured a few

hundredmeters alongshore of the surfzone sensor arrays

with a NOAAwater-level station in 6-m depth (Figs. 3d,

3h). The mean water level is primarily modulated by the

tides, and includes smaller contributions from other

processes, including storm surge and shelf waves.

Rip current jets are relatively narrow [O(10)m], and it

is not known a priori where they appear in the sensor

arrays. Thus, a proxy for the rip current speed at each

time is defined as the maximum hour-averaged Eulerian

cross-shore current (white arrow in Fig. 2, red curves in

Fig. 3) (Moulton et al. 2017). Despite the relatively

dense sensor spacing, the strongest rip current jet

sometimes may have been between the sensors

(Moulton et al. 2017). Some sensors were not submerged

during the passage of wave troughs at low tide or were

buried as the channel morphology evolved (Fig. 2, cir-

cles with no current vectors), and the fixed in situ arrays

did not resolve particle trajectories or the cross-shore

extent of rip currents. Occasionally, the fastest cross-

shore flows may have been a near-bottom return flow

(undertow) rather than a rip current jet.

4. Results

The forecast model was forced with hourly observed

mean water level, significant wave height and direction,

and proximity to a moderate wave event (gray shading

in Figs. 3b, 3f) for the datasets collected in 2012

(Figs. 3b–d) and 2013 (Figs. 3f–h). The temporal vari-

ability of the modeled rip current hazard likelihood

(blue curves in Figs. 3a, 3e) is similar to the variability in

the observed rip current speed (maximum offshore-

directed flow speed across all sensors) (red curves in

Figs. 3a, 3e). Times when the strongest rip current

speeds (up to ;1ms21) were observed coincide with

high hindcasted hazard likelihoods, and the sensitivity of

hazard and speed to wave height, wave angle, and water

level is similar (Fig. 3). High rip current speeds occurred

at low water levels and for larger andmore nearly shore-

normal waves (Figs. 3, 4), consistent with the statistical

model behavior (Figs. 1a, 3, 4). However, sometimes

high hazard likelihoods and rip current speeds also oc-

curred with moderate wave heights (Fig. 4, 19–23 July),

and some of the highest likelihoods corresponded to

speeds that were moderate relative to the largest ob-

served speeds (Fig. 4, 25–27 July). During some in-

stances of oblique wave incidence, rip current speeds

were small, whereas modeled hazard likelihood was

high (Fig. 4, 27–28 July).

The relationship between bathymetric variability and

the post-wave-event variable, intended to be a proxy for

bathymetry favorable to rip currents, was not assessed

FIG. 2. Observed currents (black arrows; scale in upper right),

estimated rip current speed (maximum cross-shore component;

white arrow), and bathymetry (color contours; scale on the right)

for 1800 EDT 25 Jul 2012. Arrays were similar at other times in

2012 and 2013 (not shown), and the bathymetry varied from

channeled (artificial and natural channels were similar) to nearly

alongshore uniform (e.g., shore-parallel contours similar to those

near 570 , y , 620m).
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because in 2012 the bathymetry was artificial (Fig. 4d)

and in 2013 bathymetric observations were infrequent.

However, the presence of artificial or unknown ba-

thymetry is not expected to have a large impact on the

results, as likelihood hindcasts were only weakly sensi-

tive to the post-event variable (cf. left with right figures

in Fig. 1a, and compare dark with light blue curves in

Fig. 4a).

There are no instances with low hazard likelihood and

high observed speeds, and all instances with large ob-

served speeds have a high likelihood of hazard (Fig. 5a).

To compare the observations with the model more

quantitatively, the frequency with which observed rip

current speeds (Figs. 3a, 4a, 5a) exceeded a thresholdUt

is compared with model hazard likelihood. Binary time

series of observed threshold exceedance were computed

for 0.10 # Ut # 0.60ms21 in 0.01m s21 increments. For

each value of Ut, the binary observations of exceedance

(1 if speed . Ut, 0 if speed , Ut) were averaged within

10 modeled likelihood bins (between 0 and 1) (Fig. 5b).

If the forecast model had perfect reliability, then high

speeds (defined as exceeding the threshold) would occur

with a frequency equal to the forecasted hazard likeli-

hood (Fig. 5b, dashed 1:1 line).

In addition, for each threshold speed, a Brier skill score

(BSS) was computed (Fig. 6), where BSS5 12 BS/BSref,

where BS is the Brier score (root-mean-square difference

of the observed frequencies and forecast likelihoods)

and BSref is a reference Brier score equal to the average

of the binary observations (a climatological value;

Fig. 5b, symbols on the vertical axis) (Wilks 1995,

2006). Positive BSS values indicate positive skill, with

BSS 5 1 (BS/BSref 5 0) for perfect skill, BSS5 0

(BS/BSref5 1) for zero skill, and BSS, 0 (BS/BSref. 1)

for negative skill (which is unbounded). For each thresh-

old speed, a mean bias error (MBE, the mean signed

deviation of the observed frequency of events from the

forecasted frequency) was computed (Fig. 5b, compare

symbols with 1:1 line). The results are not sensitive to

the number of threshold speeds or bins.

The maximum BSS is 0.65 and the minimum jMBEj is
;2% for a threshold speed Ut 5 0.23ms21, indicating

that the forecast provides a 65% improvement over

using the climatological observation (Fig. 6) and is well

calibrated (Fig. 5b). The refinement distribution

(Fig. 5c) indicates that there are many instances with

extreme forecast probabilities (closer to 0 or 1 than to

0.5), suggesting high confidence in the reliability esti-

mates (Fig. 5b) (Wilks 1995, 2006). The minimum BS

value corresponding to the maximum BSS is 0.08. The

skills reported here are similar to previous tests of the

forecast model (Dusek and Seim 2013b; Dusek et al.

2014). Peak BSS values vary by ,0.01 if the post-event

variable is forced to either 0 or 1. BSS and MBE values

FIG. 3. (a),(e) Observed rip current speed (red; left-hand y axis) and modeled likelihood of hazard (blue; right-

hand y axis); (b),(f) observed significant wave height (72-h post–wave event shaded gray); (c),(g) mean wave di-

rection (relative to shore normal); and (d),(h) water level relative to mean sea level vs date in (left) 2012 and (right)

2013. Velocity and bathymetry sensors were removed and redeployed at five times when single channels were

dredged in 2012 [numbered dashed vertical lines in (a)].
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are relatively insensitive to the threshold speed for

0.15 # Ut # 0.30m s21, with 0.60 , BSS , 0.65 and

2% , jMBEj , 10%. Although the model exhibits

positive skill for a wide range of threshold speeds

(Fig. 6), for threshold speeds outside of the range from

0.15 to 0.30m s21, the forecast increasingly under-

predicts or overpredicts the probability of observed high

speeds (Fig. 5b), and the forecast skill decreases (Fig. 6).

For Ut 5 0.1m s21, BSS 5 0.40 (Fig. 6) and the model

underpredicts high flow speeds by 15% (Fig. 5, MBE 5
15%). For Ut 5 0.4m s21, BSS 5 0.40 (Fig. 6) and the

model overpredicts high flow speeds by 15% (Fig. 5,

MBE 5 215%).

5. Discussion

Quantifying the relationship between physical prop-

erties of rip current circulation and hazard to swimmers

is important for public safety, but hazard forecasts pre-

viously had not been compared with observed rip cur-

rent speeds. Swimmers may become exhausted and

panic if they are not able to swim against a fast current or

are carried away from shore quickly (Drozdzewski et al.

2012, 2015), consistent with the results here that suggest

the likelihood of hazard increases with increasing fre-

quency of rip current speeds exceeding a threshold of

;0.2m s21 (Fig. 5). The similarity between the observed

speeds and hindcasted likelihoods (Figs. 3a, 3e, 4a)

suggests that the conditions that lead to strong rip cur-

rents are similar to the conditions for which lifeguards

are most likely to identify the presence of rip currents

that are hazardous to swimmers (Fig. 1). High speeds

and high hazard likelihoods occurred for wave angles

close to shore normal and for large ratios of wave height

to water level, consistent with the dynamics of rip cur-

rents generated by wave breaking on local bathymetric

variations (Moulton et al. 2017).

Differences between the observations and model may

result from the inability to include bathymetry as a di-

rect model input, uncertainties in the hazard model,

errors in estimating the maximum rip current speed

from fixed sensors, and the assumption that speed alone

is a sufficient proxy for hazard to beachgoers. Previous

studies suggest that rip current circulation pattern type

also may be an important indicator of hazard. For ex-

ample, the frequency of ejection of floating objects from

FIG. 4. (a) Observed rip current speed (red; left-hand y axis) andmodeled likelihood of hazard (right-hand y axis)

for post-wave-event variable 0 (darker blue) and 1 (lighter blue), (b) observed significant wave height in ;5-m

depth (72-h post–wave event shaded gray), (c) mean wave direction (relative to shore normal) in;5-m depth, and

(d) elevation (relative to mean sea level) of sea surface (black), seafloor on channel sides (dashed orange), and

seafloor in deepest part of channel (brown) vs date in 2012.
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the surfzone (surfzone ‘‘exits’’) is expected to be linked

closely with swimmer hazard and varies substantially in

different rip current systems (Reniers et al. 2009;

MacMahan et al. 2010; Scott et al. 2014; Pitman et al.

2016), including rip currents formed by local

(MacMahan et al. 2006) and offshore (Long andÖzkan-

Haller 2005) bathymetric variations, or by short-crested

wave breaking (Suanda and Feddersen 2015). The re-

lationship between mean rip current speed and surfzone

exits is complex, partly as a result of the wide range of

circulation pattern types, the range of time scales of rip

current variability, spatial and temporal changes in the

surfzone width, and the presence of Stokes drift (Scott

et al. 2014). Understanding of these factors could be

improved by comparing the hazard model with obser-

vations of rip current speed at a broader range of geo-

graphic locations, including sites where transient rip

currents and rip currents formed by offshore bathyme-

try, such as submarine canyons, are prevalent (e.g., on

the southern California coast; Long and Özkan-

Haller 2005).

Validation and calibration of the forecast model with

lifeguard observations is ongoing at multiple new loca-

tions with a range of wave, tide, and bathymetric con-

ditions, and resulting rip current types. Future

development of the hazardous rip current forecasting

system will be informed by improved understanding of

the relationships between hazard likelihood, speed, and

other characteristics of rip current circulation, including

high-frequency pulses and Lagrangian trajectories.

6. Conclusions

National Weather Service forecasts of rip current

hazard likelihoods are consistent with lifeguard esti-

mates of the hazard. Here, hourly rip current speeds

observed for a range of incident wave conditions on a

long, straight ocean beach were compared with hazard

forecasts. Both strong observed rip current speeds and

high hazard likelihoods were associated with low tidal

elevations, shore-normal wave incidence, and moderate

or larger wave heights. The hazard likelihood model has

significantly higher skill than a prediction based on cli-

matology, with Brier skill score . 0.60 and mean bias

errors , 10% when compared with observed occur-

rences of rip currents speeds greater than a range of

possible thresholds from 0.15 to 0.30m s21 (maximum

FIG. 5. (a) Observed rip current speed vs modeled likelihood of

hazardous rip currents (0–1) for different threshold speeds (hori-

zontal lines). (b) Reliability diagram: observed binned exceedance

frequency for a range Ut (symbols connected by colored lines;

values given in the legend) vs model hazard likelihood. Mean of

binary observations before binning (climatological value) shown

with symbols along the vertical axis. The 1:1 line (dashed line) in-

dicates perfect reliability. (c) Refinement distribution: relative

frequency of binned forecast likelihood values vs likelihood.

FIG. 6. BSS vs Ut.
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skill score 5 0.65 and minimum bias ;2% for speed

;0.23m s21). The comparisons of modeled hazard

likelihood with observed rip current speeds suggest that

exceedance of a speed threshold may be an effective

proxy for swimmer hazard associated with rip currents,

and that speeds greater than approximately 0.2m s21

may be hazardous.
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